Dear Current roster Listeres,

Despite declarations that the life of the reunions and newsletters of the 1108th Combat Engineers Group had finally ground to a halt, the eyelids, some body movements sort of. Well, the 31 people who a reunion at the WWII Memorial as expected but they did have expected. They decided to have another really, really final reunion. This time it would be at the Home of The US Army Engineers, Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. That's right, right on post near the great Museum of the US Army Engineers. (The large wall plaques of both battalions, which came to life at our 1994 Reunion in Tulsa, are at that museum.) The planners (Ray West and the Curriers) expect to present to the museum the wall banner (pictured above) which was displayed at so many of the reunions with signatures of the attendees added at each meeting.

Well, changing my story yet again, I will publish in the old newsletter format a combination of the newsletter and roster during late October or November 2008 and again in October or November 2009 after the Fort Leonard Wood reunion. I need updated people data for that. Note the enclosed post card. Please update your intentions and data on that card and return it without delay. [At this writing the cards have been printed. Please note that I am now requesting $10 for the upcoming 2008 and 2009 newsletter-roster issues instead of the $6 as stated in the card. If you already sent $3 for the 2008 roster, deduct that from the $10.]

All those who were at the September, 2008 reunion, please send me photos for the next newsletter-roster.

Sincerely,

Max

Max Jonah, Editor